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Change in CTS Reporting for OMMP Grow Site Administrators
The Oregon Health Authority and the Oregon Liquor Control Commission are providing the following
information to: Grow Site Administrators for medical grow sites in CTS.
The bulletin is part of OLCC’s compliance education. It is important that you read it, and understand it. If
you don’t understand it please contact the OLCC for help.
Failure to understand and follow the information contained in this bulletin could result in an OLCC rules
compliance violation affecting your ability to work or operate your business.
Compliance Bulletin MMCE2019-05 covers the following issues:





Changes in CTS affecting GSAs reporting responsibilities
How the new CTS function works
Step-by-step instructions
Frequently Asked Questions

What’s Changed for GSAs?
In the coming days a system enhancement will be made for medical grow sites reporting into the OLCC
Cannabis Tracking System (CTS). The change will list active, registered patient cards associated with a
registered grower at the grow site. Grow Site Administrators (GSA) will be required to associate each
medical marijuana item in CTS (plants, harvests, and usable marijuana) at the grow site with the valid,
registered patient to whom it belongs.
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How It Works
GSAs can view the grow site’s current patients and their growers by selecting “Patients”, then
“Affiliations”, in the top menu option in CTS. This list contains the following information for each
current patient at the grow site:
o
o
o

Patient’s OMMP File Number
Patient’s OMMP Card Number
Grower First and Last Name

When a new planting, harvest, or package of usable marijuana is created, an affiliation between patient
and marijuana item must be made to complete the process. Since patient names will be not be included,
it is up to the GSA to determine the appropriate patient/grower affiliation using the patient’s file and
card number. Patient file and card numbers are printed on the OMMP grow site registration card which
should be displayed at the grow site. If a GSA is still unsure, the GSA should ask the grower. A sample
grower card and grow site registration card may be found at the end of this bulletin.

OMMP and the OLCC may NOT release a patient name to a GSA
If a personal agreement is made between the patient and grower, the affiliation to the patient with the
marijuana remains in CTS. Marijuana relinquished to the grower still needs to be tracked in CTS and can
only be transferred to a medical processor, dispensary or, if the grow sites qualifies for the 20-pound
transfers option, to an OLCC wholesaler or processing site.
If you have questions about patient, grower, or GSA registrations, please contact OMMP at (971) 6731234 or ommp.info@dhsoha.state.or.us.
If you have any questions regarding Metrc compliance, please contact OLCC at
Marijuana.CTS@Oregon.gov or (503) 872-5190.

Next Steps
A GSA does not need to enter the patient affiliation right away into CTS. A GSA will be prompted to
make the affiliation when a new plant is tracked in CTS or changes growth phase, a harvest is created, or
a package is created.
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Sample Grower Card:

Step-by-step instructions (with CTS screenshots)
These screenshots show how to create patient affiliations with new plantings. You will also assign
patient affiliations to plants when they change growth phases, when you create packages from an
external transfer, create a harvest, or create packages from a harvest or another package. The patient
affiliation functions the same in all areas of the system.
Step 1: Create your new plantings from an associated tagged plant or package.
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Step 2: When filling out the information for the new plantings, click on the search glass next to the
patient field.

Step 3: A list of active patient registrations associated with growers at your grow site will appear. The
meanings of each field are as follows:
1) “Patient”: this is patient’s OMMP File Number (the permanent number for each patient). This
number will remain consistent each year even when patient cards are renewed, as long as the
grower and grow site remain the same.
2) “Registration No.”: this is the active patient OMMP annual card number followed by the
affiliated grower’s First and Last name. When a patient renews his or her card (and if the grower
and grow site remain the same), this card number will change but both the number in the
“patient” column and the grower name will remain the same.
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Click on the patient number that you wish to associate the plantings with and then click the green select
button.

Step 4: fill out the rest of the required information for the new plant batch and then click on “create
plantings”.
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Step 5: The plants will now display a patient affiliation in the patient column. If you need to change the
affiliation for those patients, click the plant batch to highlight the batch. Then click on the change
patient button.

Step 6: Select the new patient you wish to affiliate the plants with.
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FAQs
Q: What if my patient card numbers aren’t showing up in CTS/Metrc?
A: The patient card numbers in CTS are updated each night and reflect active patients for whom
growers at your grow site are approved to grow. If patient numbers you believe to be active
are not appearing in CTS/Metrc, it likely means there is an issue with the patient or grower’s
registration status. You should contact OMMP immediately to resolve the situation. OMMP
can be contacted by phone at (971) 673-1234 or email at ommp.info@dhsoha.state.or.us.
Do not contact CTS/Metrc support to inquire about patients missing from your patient list in
Metrc. If you contact Metrc they will redirect you to OLCC or OMMP.
Q: What if my patient’s card is renewed and the patient card number changes?
A: Because the patient’s file number is permanent and stays consistent each year, the affiliation
remains active and no action is required by the GSA. However any further progression of
that item (for example, change of growth phase, harvest, package creation, etc.) will prompt
a reselection of the patient affiliation, at which time you will identify the patient under their
new card number.

If you have questions about patient, grower, or GSA registrations, please contact OMMP at (971) 6731234 or ommp.info@dhsoha.state.or.us.
If you have any questions regarding Metrc compliance, please contact OLCC at
Marijuana.CTS@Oregon.gov or (503) 872-5190.
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